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In the last several years we have discovered a variety of remarkable pulse strategies for
manipulating molecular motion by employing a design strategy we call ““ local
optimization.ÏÏ Here we review the concept of local optimization and contrast it with
optimal control theory. By way of background, we give highlights from two recent
examples of the method : (1) a strategy for eliminating population transfer to one or many
excited electronic states during strong Ðeld excitation, an e†ect we call “optical paralysis Ï ;
(2) a generalization of the counterintuitive STIRAP (stimulated Raman adiabatic passage)
pulse sequence from three levels to N levels, a strategy we call “ straddling STIRAP.Ï We
then turn to a third example, which is the main subject of this paper : laser cooling of
molecular internal degrees of freedom. We study a model that includes both coherent
interaction with the radiation Ðeld and spontaneous emission ; the latter is necessary to
carry away the entropy from the molecule. An optimal control calculation was performed
Ðrst and succeeded in producing vibrational cooling, but the resulting pulse sequence was
difficult to interpret. Local optimization subsequently revealed the cooling mechanism: the
instantaneous phase of the laser is locked to the phase of the transition dipole moment
between the excited state amplitude and v\ 0 of the ground state. Thus, the molecules
that reach v\ 0 by spontaneous emission become decoupled from the Ðeld, and no longer
absorb, while molecules in all other states are continually repumped. The mechanism
could be called ““vibrationally selective coherent population trapping,ÏÏ in analogy to the
corresponding mechanism of velocity selective coherent population trapping in atoms for
sub-Doppler cooling of translations.

I. Introduction
In the last ten years, the prospect of designing femtosecond laser pulse sequences to control molec-
ular motionÈthe area of ““coherent control ÏÏÈhas emerged as one of the most exciting areas of
investigation in atomic and molecular physics.1h19 The intellectual excitement of Ðnding new
classes of pulse shapes and pulse sequences that perform speciÐc objectives has been fueled by a
revolution in femtosecond technology, including the advent of Ti :Sapphire lasers and the avail-
ability of convenient pulse shaping techniques.20h22 Laboratory examples of pulsed coherent
control now include ionization vs. dissociation,12 Ñuorescence13,15,17 second harmonic gener-
ation,18 and chemical bond breaking.19 In addition, there are now many laboratory realizations of
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coherent control using CW excitation with several colors simultaneously ;10 recent experimental
progress is summarized in ref. 7.

A variety of methods have been proposed for designing tailored optical pulse sequences : (1)
intuition, e.g., pumpÈdump sequences2 or pulse chirping ;14,15 (2) optimal control theory, involving
an iterative computational scheme to Ðnd optimal pulses11 (see also refs. 2, 3 and 8) ; (3) learning
algorithms, including genetic algorithms, in which the laser Ðnds it own optimal pulse shape
through iteration ;16h19 and (4) the interfering pathways approach,10 which has elements of (1) and
(2).

In this article we focus on a less widely known design procedure, which we call “ local
optimizationÏ.23h28 In contrast with optimal control, which involves an iterative forwardsÈ
backwards procedure, in local optimization the pulse shape is optimized at every instant in time
and immediately fed back into the dynamics. In principle, local optimization, like learning algo-
rithms, can be performed in the laboratory through automated, iterative experiments, which, in
theory, bypass the need for computations.

We present three remarkable pulse strategies that have emerged in the last few years from local
optimization. In the Ðrst, the goal was to achieve “optical paralysis ÏÈthe locking of excited elec-
tronic state population at a Ðxed value while generating large amplitude vibrational motion in the
ground state. The local optimization procedure discovered a stimulated Raman scattering strategy
that exploits electronical resonance but avoids vibrational resonance.23 A generalization of this
approach led to a strategy for turning o† multiphoton ionization in the presence of intense
Ðelds.26 In the second, the goal was to discover strategies for complete and robust population
transfer in N level systems with sequential coupling. When N \ 3, the counterintuitive STIRAP
(stimulated Raman adiabatic passage) pulse sequence, in which the dump precedes the pump,29,30
emerged automatically from the local optimization procedure. Moreover, the design procedure led
to a robust generalization of STIRAP to N level systems, which we call straddling-STIRAP.27 The
third application, to which we devote the most space, is to the fascinating but difficult problem of
laser cooling of molecules. As a Ðrst step, we focus on molecular internal degrees of freedom. We
explore a model that includes both coherent interaction with the radiation Ðeld and spontaneous
emission ; the latter is necessary to carry away the entropy from the molecule. An optimal control
calculation was performed Ðrst, but the resulting pulse sequence was difficult to interpret. Local
optimization subsequently revealed the cooling mechanism: the instantaneous phase of the laser is
locked to the phase of the transition dipole moment between the excited state amplitude and v\ 0
of the ground state. Thus, the molecules that reach v\ 0 by spontaneous emission become decou-
pled from the Ðeld, and no longer absorb, while molecules in all other states are continually
repumped. This mechanism thus may be called ““vibrationally selective coherent population trap-
ping,ÏÏ in analogy to the corresponding mechanism of velocity selective coherent population trap-
ping in atoms, for sub-Doppler cooling of translations.31

All three of these examples have a common feature in that they create and then maintain the
existence of an internal molecular “dark state,Ï a state which is decoupled from the coherent radi-
ation Ðeld and hence does not participate in absorption or stimulated emission. The physical basis
for the dark state underlies several of the most heralded experiments in atomic physics in the last
ten years. For example, in laser induced transparency an ordinarily opaque material can become
transparent in the presence of laser light.32 The physical basis for this e†ect is that if the laser
prepares a coherent superposition of states that connect via opposite signs to the excited state, the
net absorption will be zero. This same concept is behind lasing without population inversion and
population inversion without lasing.33 Moreover, as we have already indicated, the same basic
concept of preparing a coherently trapped superposition state underlies one of the most successful
methods of atom cooling.31 In the case of atom cooling, the Ðeld creates a superposition of low
lying translational states, k \ ^1, which has zero net absorption. The population in these states
continues to grow via spontaneous emission, while the reabsorption process is turned o†! This
mechanism has allowed translational cooling to lK temperatures, below the limit dictated by
random recoil from spontaneous emission. Several other recent examples are the two-photon dark
states of Meshulach and Silberberg,34 the elliptical dark states of Milner and Prior,35 and the
degenerate dark states of Unanyan and coworkers.36

In the applications considered in this paper, the laser Ðeld is used to maintain orthogonality of
a lower and upper electronic wavepacket. In some sense this work can be viewed as a gener-
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alization of the principle of laser induced transparency and its relatives, discussed in the previous
paragraph, from three level systems to multilevel. However, beyond the formal issue of gener-
alization, there is a richness in the molecular wavepacket context that is absent in the atomic
context ; in general, the wavepacket has an interesting spatial dependence that can be manipulated
while maintaining the conditions of zero absorption.37

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section II we give a philosophical overview of local vs.
global optimization. In Section III, we review the recent use of local optimization to Ðnd pulses to
achieve optical paralysis and N level STIRAP. In Section IV we turn to the main topic of this
paper, the use of global and local optimization to cool internal molecular degrees of freedom.
Section V concludes.

II. Local vs. global in time optimization
There has been a growing literature in recent years on the design of coherent optical pulse
sequences to control atomic and molecular dynamics for various purposes.2h28 One of the main
computational tools brought to bear in these studies is optimal control theory (OCT).3,6,8,11 The
optimal control equations typically have the structure of Ðve coupled di†erential equations : one
for the wavefunction, one for the dual wavefunction, an initial condition on the wavefunction, a
Ðnal condition on the dual, and Ðnally, an equation for the optimal Ðeld, which in turn is
expressed in terms of the wavefunction and its dual.

Typically, OCT equations have to be solved via an iterative procedure, involving forwards-in-
time propagation of the wavefunction, followed by backwards-in-time propagation of the dual,
until self-consistency is achieved with respect to the equations for the wavefunction, the dual and
the control Ðeld. Because of the structure of this forwardsÈbackwards propagation, the optimal
Ðeld “knowsÏ about the future, i.e., the form of the optimal Ðeld at time t takes into account the
dynamics at time t@[ t. Thus, the optimal Ðeld may be willing to tolerate a non-monotonic
increase in the objective during the action of the pulse, since, given knowledge of the future, that
may be the best way to attain the highest objective at the Ðnal time (see Fig. 1(a)).

A second class of techniques that have been developed for control of atomic and molecular
dynamics, in parallel to OCT, is called “ local optimizationÏ,23h27 or tracking.28 In these methods,
at every instant in time the control Ðeld is chosen to achieve monotonic increase in the desired
objective (see Fig. 1(b)). Typically in these methods, two conditions are used at each time step, one
to determine the phase of the Ðeld and one to determine the amplitude. In contrast with OCT,
which incorporates information on later time dynamics through forwardÈbackward interaction,
these methods use only information on the current state of the system.

Fig. 1 Representative plot showing the di†erence between global-in-time and local-in-time optimization. (a)
In global-in-time optimization, the objective may decrease at intermediate times, but is guaranteed to take on
its maximum value at the Ðnal time. (Adapted from ref. 55.) (b) In local-in-time optimization, the objective
increases monotonically over time. (Adapted from ref. 26.)
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Fig. 2 Left : Venn diagram of the set of control Ðelds. Fields that yield monotonically increasing solutions are
a subset of the set of Ðelds that lead to either an increase or a decrease at intermediate times. Right : The
checkerboard is a schematic depiction of the space of all allowed control Ðelds. The dots indicate the positions
of the optimal Ðelds, i.e., Ðelds that lead to a local maximum of the objective in the function space. The squares
show ““basins of attraction,ÏÏ i.e., neighborhoods of control Ðelds that converge to the same optimal Ðeld. The
one-dimensional function above the checkerboard symbolizes the value of the objective and it (as well as the
concentric circles in the Ðgure on the left) is intended to convey the idea of multiple local maxima (see text).

At Ðrst glance, one would expect that the solution(s) that come out of an optimal control
calculation would give a higher value for the objective than that from the local optimization : since
the approach to the objective in OCT at intermediate times is unconstrained, while in local opti-
mization it is constrained to increase monotonically in time, one expects a higher yield from OCT
since the space of allowed solutions includes those from local optimization as a subset (see Fig.
2(a)). However, there is one fallacy with the above argument. The optimal control equations gener-
ally have multiple solutions ; these solutions are, in general, local, not global maxima in the func-
tion space (see Fig. 2(b)). Thus, the value of the objective attained with the local-in-time
optimization algorithm can be larger than that obtained with the optimal control algorithm, since
the latter may be stuck in the region of a poor quality local maximum!

There are several other attractive features to the local methods. (1) Since the increase in yield is
continual these Ðelds are often amenable to immediate interpretation. (2) Since these methods use
only information on the current state of the system, they could, in principle be adapted for labor-
atory implementation. (3) These methods, because they di†er so radically in algorithm from OCT,
are capable of identifying entirely di†erent classes of mechanisms, which might be appealing
because of other properties, e.g., robustness.

III. Examples of local optimization

III.A. Preliminaries : the instantaneous dipole moment as a generalized Einstein B coefficient

The time-dependent Schro� dinger equation for a two electronic state system with transition dipole
moment k can be written as :

iÅ
L
Lt
Atg(t)
te(t)

B
\
A Hg
[kv*(t)

[kv(t)
He

BAtg(t)
te(t)

B
(3.1)

The subscripts g and e refer to the ground and excited electronic state indices, respectively. Hg@erefers to the BornÈOppenheimer Hamiltonian for the ground/excited electronic state, respectively.
is the wavefunction (wavepacket) associated with the ground/excited BornÈOppenheimertg@epotential energy surface. The two electronic states are coupled by the transition dipole moment, k,

which interacts with the electric Ðeld v(t) associated with the laser pulse. Complex values of the
Ðeld are considered admissible by associating the real and the imaginary parts of the Ðeld with the
two independent polarizations of the laser light perpendicular to its direction of propagation. It is
straightforward to show that eqn. (3.1) leads to the following equation for the rate of change in
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Fig. 3 FVH diagram illustrating photon locking in a two-level system. The pseudopolarization (r) vector
begins at z\ [1, corresponding to all population in the ground state, and precesses about the Ðeld (u) vector
(which initially points along the x axis) according to the equation dr/dt \ x] r. When the r vector reaches the
xÈy plane (p/2 pulse) the phase of the Ðeld is changed by ^p/2. This rotates the Ðeld vector by 90¡, bringing it
into alignment with the r vector and making further precession impossible. The physical manifestation of this
geometrical picture is that although a resonant Ðeld continues to be applied there is no further population
transferred between the two levels.

excited electronic state population :

dNg
dt

\
dStg otgT

dt
\ [

2

Å
Im[Stgo k oteT Æ v(t)] (3.2)

The quantity is the instantaneous (complex) transition dipole moment, also calledkeg \ Steo k otgTthe polarization. It is a generalization of the constant which is essentially the Einstein Bkeg ,
coefficient. In the standard treatment the Einstein B coefficient for absorption and stimulated
emission are identical. In fact, however, is complex and not equal to moreover, it is timekeg kge ;
dependent. Absorption vs. stimulated emission can be controlled if the phase of the light is prop-
erly matched to the phase of the transition dipole moment !

Another useful vantage point is to view eqn. (3.2) as a generalization of the third optical Bloch
equation in two level systems, i.e., the equation for the rate of population transfer.38

The form of the optical Bloch equations highlights the interplay of the electric Ðeld and the
two-level coherence in generating population transfer in a two level system. In particular, the
phase of the Ðeld relative to that of the coherence is seen to control the direction of population
transfer between the levels. With one choice of Ðeld the population transfer is from ground to
excited state, with a second choice from excited to ground state, and with a third choice the
population is locked, i.e., a condition of zero population transfer is maintained. These possibilities
are conveniently visualized using the FeynmanÈVernonÈHellwarth (FVH) geometrical picture
(Fig. 3).38,39

If one associates a ground and an excited electronic state with the two levels in the two-level
system, then virtually all of the coherence e†ects in two level systems can be extended to the
vibrational wavepackets on the two electronic states, where the role of the coherence is played by
the matrix element of the transition dipole moment between the ground and excited electronic
state wavepacket. In particular, the population locking condition in two-level systems generalizes,
for wavepackets, to a multilevel molecular dark state, which can be viewed as the common
denominator of all three applications discussed below.

III.B. Optical paralysis : vibrational heating using nondestructive optical cycling

As a Ðrst example of local optimization we consider the following problem posed by Nelson
several years ago :40 is it possible to design a pulse sequence, using an impulsive stimulated Raman
mechanism, to give large amplitude vibrational motion on the ground electronic state without
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creating signiÐcant amounts of excited electronic state population? The problem with excited state
population is two-fold : it complicates the interpretation of the experimental results and it is often
a precursor to dissociation or ionization. Returning to eqn. (3.2), it is simple to see that the
condition

v(t) \ Steo k otgTC(t) (3.3)

where C(t) is some real envelope function (positive or negative), guarantees the condition of zero
electronic state population transfer. The equation for the energy of the wavepacket on the ground
state is given by :

dEg
dt

\
i

ÅStg otgT
(StgoHg k oteTv(t) [ Steo kHg otgTv*(t)) (3.4)

\
2

ÅStg otgT
C(t)Im[Steo kHg otgTStgo k oteT] (3.5)

The strategy is then to adjust the sign of C(t) in such a way that the vibrational energy on the
ground state will monotonically increase. Numerical experiments show that this works beautifully,
both for weak Ðelds and strong Ðelds ;23 for strong Ðelds the heating is simply faster (see Figs. 4
and 5). In practice, the population transfer needs to be initiated at early times using a weak ““ seedÏÏ
pulse, which prepares some initial coherence, which the local optimization procedure then matches
and ampliÐes (see ref. 23 for details).

It is interesting to contemplate the possibility of extending these ideas to more than two elec-
tronic states. It turns out that one can generalize the locking condition to an arbitrary number of
excited electronic states, simply by replacing the dipole by E†ectively,Steo k otgT &

n
St

n
o k

ng otgT.
the manifold of excited electronic states can be viewed as having a single, collective transition
dipole moment with the ground electronic state ; if the phase of the light is maintained 180¡ out of
phase with the phase of the dipole the total population in all these excited levels will be locked!
We have demonstrated this in a calculation on with nine electronic states and realistic tran-Na2sition dipole couplings.26

III.C. A simple and robust extension of STIRAP to N-level systems

III.C.1. Background. In recent years, the design of laser pulse sequences to achieve efficient and
robust population transfer between quantum states has been the subject of many theoretical and
experimental studies. This problem is relevant to many applications, including spectroscopy, colli-
sion dynamics and optical control of chemical reactions. A considerable number of studies have
been devoted to the process of stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) (for an excellent
review with extensive references, see ref. 41).

The STIRAP process provides the possibility of e†ective population transfer using relatively
simple experimental set-ups. At the same time, it demonstrates a remarkable counterintuitive
mechanism at work, in which the pump pulse, driving the transition between the initially popu-
lated level o1T and intermediate level o 2T comes after the Stokes pulse, which drives the transition
between the initially unpopulated levels o 2T and o 3T. This ordering of pulses is both efficient and
robust in achieving complete population transfer from state o1T to o 3T, while maintaining the
population of state o 2T at almost zero.

In the previous section it was described how a local optimization scheme could be used to lock
population on an intermediate level or levels, while increasing the energy in another part of the
system,23,26 what we call ““optical paralysis.ÏÏ In optical paralysis, the phase of the Ðeld is used to
lock the total amount of population in a manifold of excited levels while the amplitude of the Ðeld
is used for some other control purpose, e.g., to achieve ground electronic state vibrational heating.
Further reÑection on optical paralysis suggests some remarkable parallels with the STIRAP
mechanism: (1) the condition of null population transfer to intermediate excited electronic state(s)
in optical paralysis is parallel to the suppression of population transfer to the intermediate level 2
in STIRAP; (2) the monotonic increase in energy in the ground vibrational manifold in optical
paralysis, i.e., population transfer between levels that are coupled only indirectly, is analogous to
the monotonic transfer of population from level 1 to 3 as in STIRAP; (3) the role of the phase in
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Fig. 4 Model for optical paralysis, which consists of two harmonic potential energy curves, corresponding to
a ground and excited electronic state, coupled by a linear transition dipole moment. The ground and excited
absolute values of the wavefunction are shown after the Ðrst exciting pulse (not to scale). Reproduced from ref.
23, with permission.

optical paralysis is crucial, as indeed it is in STIRAP: successful experimental implementations of
STIRAP demands a laser system that is extremely stable against phase Ñuctuations ; (4) in both
optical paralysis and STIRAP, the suppression of population transfer to the intermediate levels is
independent of the form of the amplitude envelope of the Ðeld.

This long list of analogies suggests that there must be a rigorous relationship between optical
paralysis and STIRAP. We conjectured that STIRAP emerges as a special case of optical paralysis
in the limit of long times, high intensity Ðelds, and only three levels. To conÐrm this, we applied
the optical paralysis strategy to a three level system: indeed, the counterintuitive STIRAP pulse
sequence emerged automatically ! Moreover, the form of the optical paralysis equations for a three
level system gave an intriguing new interpretation of the STIRAP mechanism in terms of adia-
batic passage through a trapped state. Once the relationship between optical paralysis and
STIRAP was established, it became possible to use local optimization as a Ñexible method for
calculating STIRAP-type pulses for arbitrarily complicated situations, e.g., multilevel systems, in
the presence of detuning and radiative decay, and for times shorter than those required for the
adiabatic limit.

Several extensions of STIRAP to N level systems have been proposed recently.42h47 Generally,
these extended STIRAP schemes employ a set of pulses encompassing all resonance frequencies of
the coupled states. In one proposal, the envelopes progress in reverse order from the last to the
Ðrst transition.44 In a second proposal, the envelopes are grouped into two overlapping sets, with
the even transitions coming before the odd transitions.42 Using local optimization we discovered a
third strategy in which the Stokes pulse, resonant with the transition N [ 1 ] N comes before the
pump pulse, resonant with the transition 1 ] 2 ; the amplitude for all other transition frequencies
is about an order of magnitude more intense than either the Stokes or the pump pulse and the
temporal envelope spans both the pump and the Stokes pulse. We named this strategy ““ straddling
STIRAP,ÏÏ because of the characteristic form of the pulse sequence. This work has generated a
great deal of interest in the STIRAP community ; important reÐnements of our original work have
been made recently by Vitanov et al.48 and by Nakajima.49

In the next section we describe the application of optical paralysis to a three level system, and
then brieÑy summarize the extension to N level systems.

III.C.2. Three-level system. Consider the interaction of a three level " system with a pump
and a Stokes laser pulse (Fig. 6) :Ep(t) Es(t)

E\ Ep(t)cos up t ] Es(t)cos us(t), (3.6)
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Fig. 5 Change in population on the ground state (dotted line), change in ground state energy(*Ng) (*Eg)(dashed line) and the real part of the Ðeld v (solid line) as a function of time. Note the monotonic increase in
ground state energy, coming in bursts at the times that the pulse is on. A strong Ðeld example is shown on the
top and a weak Ðeld example on the bottom. Reproduced from ref. 23, with permission.

where and are the envelopes of the pulses. In the interaction representation and theEp(t) Es(t)rotating-wave approximation, the Schro� dinger equation takes the form:

1a5 1(t)
a5 2(t)
a5 3(t)

2
\
1 0

iXp(t)expM[i*u21 tN
0

iXp(t)expMi*u21 tN
0

iXs(t)expMi*u23 tN

0

iXs(t)expM[i*u23 tN
0

21a1(t)
a2(t)
a3(t)

2
,

(3.7)

where and are the probability amplitudes of the states o1T, o 2T, and o 3T,a1, a2 , a3 Xp(t) \and are the pump and Stokes Rabi frequencies, respectively, andk12Ep(t)/2Å Xs(t)\ k23Es(t)/2Å
and are the detunings of the laser frequencies from the*u21\ up[ u21 *u23\ us [ u23 up,stransition frequencies u21,23 .

In the assumption of a Raman resonance, one can rewrite the Schro� dinger equation in the
following form:

1a5 1(t)
a5 2(t)
a5 3(t)

2
\
1 0

iXp(t)
0

iXp(t)
iD

iXs(t)

0

iXs(t)
0

21a1(t)
a2(t)
a3(t)

2
,

(3.8)

where D\ Du21\ Du23 .
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Fig. 6 The three level " system. Level 1 is coupled to level 2, which in turn is coupled to level 3. There is
assumed to be a two-photon resonance between levels 1 and 3, although there may not be a one-photon
resonance with level 2. Levels 1 and 2 are coupled by a Ðeld with amplitude levels 2 and 3 are coupled byXp ;
a Ðeld with amplitude D is the detuning of the intermediate level 2.Xs .

Our goal, as in STIRAP, is to Ðnd envelopes of the pump and Stokes pulses that lead to
complete and robust population transfer from state o1T to the Ðnal state o 3T while keeping the
population of the intermediate state o 2T as small as possible. Here we propose to do this using our
earlier local optimization scheme,23,26 modiÐed to suit the three level conÐguration. Our strategy
is to Ðnd a condition on the phase of the laser Ðelds that keeps the population on level 2 locked ;
then to Ðnd conditions on the amplitude of the laser Ðelds which lead to monotonic increase in the
population in level 3. If the population in level 2 is locked at a small value and if complete
population transfer from level 1 to level 3 is achieved then the procedure has achieved the same
objective as in STIRAP. In fact, as we shall now see, for the particular case of a three level system
the STIRAP solution emerges automatically.

Using the Schro� dinger equation, eqn. (3.8), we can develop expressions for the time derivative of
the populations in each of the three levels :

do a1(t) o2
dt

\ 2ReMa1*(t)a5 1(t)N\ [2Xp(t)ImMa1*(t)a2(t)N,

do a2(t) o2
dt

\ 2ReMa2*(t)a5 2(t)N\ [2[Xp(t)ImMa2*(t)a1(t)N] Xs(t)ImMa2*(t)a3(t)N], (3.9)

do a3(t) o2
dt

\ 2ReMa3*(t)a5 3(t)N\ [2Xs(t)ImMa3*(t)a2(t)N.

Locking the population in level 2 amounts to the condition that

do a2(t) o2
dt

\ 0, (3.10)

and hence that

Xp(t)ImMa2*(t)a1(t)N] Xs(t)ImMa2*(t)a3(t) \ 0 (3.11)

Examination of eqn. (3.11) already reveals the origin of the counterintuitive ordering of pulses in
STIRAP. At early times, the coherence is much larger than the coherence sincea2*(t)a1(t) a2*(t)a3(t),is close to 1 and is close to 0. Hence, for eqn. (3.11) to be satisÐed, has to be mucha1 a3 Xs(t)greater than i.e., at early times the Stokes pulse is much stronger than the pump. However,Xp(t),at late times, when almost all the population has been transferred to level 3, is close to 1 anda3 a1is close to 0 ; to maintain eqn. (3.11), must be much greater than i.e., at late times theXp(t) Xs(t),pump pulse is much stronger than the Stokes !

Fig. 7(a) displays the time evolution of the population in a three level system. In practice, the
population transfer need to be initiated at early times using a weak ““ seedÏÏ pulse, which prepares
some initial coherence, which the local optimization procedure then matches and ampliÐes (see ref.
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Fig. 7 Population transfer in the three level " system using a sequence of two optical pulses with local
optimization (see text). (a) The population of o1T (solid line) and o 3T vs. time (dashed line). (b) Population of the
intermediate level o 2T vs. time. (c) The sequence of two optical pulses found using the local optimization
method. Note that the counterintuitive sequence of Stokes pulse (dashed line) followed by pump pulse (solid
line) emerges automatically in the method. Reproduced from ref. 27, with permission.

23 for details). Note the monotonic transfer of population from level o1T to o 3T in Fig. 7(a). The
locking of the population in the intermediate level o 2T at a value of around 1% is shown in Fig.
7(b). The envelope of the pulses, and that emerge from this procedure are shown in Fig.Xp Xs ,7(c). Note the counterintuitive ordering of Stokes pulse before pump pulse, characteristic of
STIRAP, emerging automatically in this calculation!

III.C.3. The straddling STIRAP sequence. Having established that the counterintuitive
STIRAP pulse sequence emerges as a special case of optical paralysis, it is natural to inquire
whether the technique of local optimization can be used to devise an N level generalization of
STIRAP. A simple and consistent pattern emerges from the local optimization calculations : for an
N level system one simply applies the counterintuitive Stokes pump pulse sequence for the
N [ 1 ] N and 1] 2 transitions, and a set of intense pulses corresponding to all intermediate
transition frequencies which span both the Stokes and pump pulses. Fig. 8 shows that this scheme
is successful in transferring about 99% of the population from level o1T to level o 9T in a nine level
system. At intermediate times, the largest amount of transfer of population to any intermediate
level is less than 3%.

As discussed above, an alternative generalized STIRAP scheme has been proposed recently by
Oreg et al.44 In that scheme, the steps in the population transfer process 1 ] 2 . . . ] N are alterna-
tely classiÐed as either odd or even, i.e., the 1 ] 2 transition is odd, the 2 ] 3 transition is even, the
3 ] 4 transition is odd, etc. The envelopes of all odd transitions are superimposed, and delayed
relative to the envelopes for all even transitions ; clearly, this is a natural generalization of the
delay of the pump pulse relative to the Stokes pulse in a three level system. This alternating
STIRAP (A-STIRAP) strategy works quite well : it is successful in transferring about 99% of the
population from level o1T to level o 9T in the nine level system. However, the largest population in
the intermediate levels rises to almost 30%, as compared with 3% in the S-STIRAP sequence.

Stimulated by this original work on the straddling STIRAP scheme, Vitanov et al.48 and Naka-
jima,49 independently, attempted to understand the success of the straddling STIRAP method
from the point of view of a dressed states analysis. In the course of their respective analyses they
revealed that there is a signiÐcant di†erence between the straddling pulse sequence when N is odd
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Fig. 8 Population transfer in a nine level system with sequential coupling, using a straddling STIRAP pulse
sequence. (a) The population of o1T (solid line) and o 9T (dashed line) vs. time. (b) The population of the
intermediate levels o 4T (solid line) and o 8T (dotÈdashed line), which receive the most population at interme-
diate times. Note that the population never exceeds 3% in any of the intermediate states. (c) The sequence of
optical pulses in the S-STIRAP scheme. The general features of the straddling STIRAP sequence are that the
Stokes precedes the pump pulse and that pulses corresponding to transitions between all intermediate states
straddle both the Stokes and pump pulse, and are about 5È10 times more intense. The straddling pulse seen in
the Ðgure actually consists of a superposition of six pulses with frequencies resonant with the intermediate
transitions. Reproduced from ref. 27, with permission.

and when N is even. In particular, when N is even it becomes important to detune the interme-
diate frequencies from resonance in order for the solution to be robust ; without detuning, the Ðnal
population transfer is sensitive to the intensities of the pump and Stokes pulses. With this dressed
state analysis, the straddling STIRAP story is essentially complete, and appears to be a promising
route for experimental realization of N level population transfer in sequentially coupled systems.

IV. Vibrationally selective coherent population trapping : laser cooling of
molecules by dynamically trapped states
IV.A. Background

Among the most exciting advances in atomic physics in the last 15 years has been the cooling of
translational motion in atoms to temperatures on the order of 10~9 K (see refs. 50 and 51 and
references cited therein). Perhaps the most dramatic consequence of ultracold cooling is Bose
condensation,52 which so far has been observed only in atoms. The ability to cool molecules to
these temperatures would open new horizons in molecular physics, both in high resolution spec-
troscopy and in unprecedented control of molecular collisions, and would vastly extend the scope
of experiments on Bose condensates.

There are several basic schemes for laser cooling atomic translations.50,51 Historically, the Ðrst
scheme was Doppler cooling, using a pair of counterpropagating laser beams. It was later dis-
covered that sub-Doppler temperatures were being reached, due to an e†ect of optical pumping of
sublevels within the light induced potential, an e†ect described as the Sisyphus e†ect. A third
scheme is known as velocity selective coherent population trapping (VSCPT), and is closely
related to the idea of trapped states described in the previous sections. In VSCPT, there is an
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interplay of absorption, and stimulated and spontaneous emission, in which a pair of low-lying
translational states become populated, essentially at random, by spontaneous emission but never
become depopulated because of equal and opposite absorption coefficients to the same interme-
diate level.35,53,54.

The problem of laser cooling of molecules is a difficult one.24,37,55h57 The existence of internal
rotational and vibrational states of molecules complicates the situation considerably, these inter-
nal states serving as ““heat traps.ÏÏ In atoms, it is possible to have a nearly closed set of states such
that the spontaneous emission brings the system back down to states that are immediately re-
excited by the pump frequency. In molecules, however, the spontaneous emission will in general
come down to hot vibrational and rotational levels, which are then lost from the cooling cycle. As
a result of these difficulties, there has been far less experimental progress in producing ultracold
molecules than atoms. Nevertheless, there have been some successes. Several groups have recently
reported the production of cold molecules by photoassociation of cold atoms,58,59 and of trapping
the cold molecules produced in an atomic condensate using a laser.60 There has also beenCO2some success in cooling and trapping paramagnetic molecules using cold bu†er gases.61 Finally,
there has been an interesting recent proposal for cooling molecules by combining supersonic jet
expansion with ultracentrifugation.62

In the present application we avoid the more difficult question of cooling molecular translations
and focus on the attendent problem of cooling the internal degrees of freedom of molecules,
speciÐcally the vibrations. Although cooling the internal degrees of freedom is a more modest
objective than cooling the translationsÈand indeed there exist methods for cooling the internal
degrees of freedom to temperatures on the order of 1 K, e.g., supersonic jet expansionsÈit is a
natural starting point for developing methodsÈand discovering mechanismsÈfor laser cooling of
molecules. Indeed, if one is ultimately interested in translational cooling, the problem of internal
heating along the way will almost certainly have to be dealt with. Along these lines, it is worth
noting that in the experiments to date that have produced translationally cold molecules via
photoassociation of cold atoms, the molecules were produced vibrationally hot.58,59

Our model consists of a ground and an excited state characterized by displaced Morse poten-
tials. An initial thermal density matrix in vibrations is propagated in the presence of an external
Ðeld, which induces absorption and stimulated emission. Moreover, spontaneous emission is
included in the model through a dissipative superoperator approach ;63 spontaneous emission is
crucial to carry away the entropy to produce true cooling. Note that in the model we have taken
the spontaneous emission lifetime to be of the same order as the timescale for internal motion in
order to make the computer calculations tractable. Despite this shortcoming of the model, we
believe that the results provide signiÐcant insight into the interplay of stimulated and spontaneous
emission, and the limitations on optical control of cooling.

The cooling Ðeld is designed using optimal control theory with the Liouville von-Neumann
equation for the density matrix. Note that OCT is able to optimize the coherent Ðeld onlyÈi.e.,
the absorption and stimulated emissionÈwhile the spontaneous emission is essentially uncon-
trolled. The cooling pulse sequence that emerges from the OCT calculation is complicated, but
may be understood by comparing it with the solution obtained using local optimization with the
same cooling objective. A fascinating mechanism emerges in which the phase of the Ðeld is locked
to the instantaneous internal phase of the molecule, creating an internal dynamical dark state.
This mechanism is analogous to VSCPT in atom cooling, and to highlight the analogy we call the
mechanism ““vibrationally selective coherent population trapping.ÏÏ

Below, we Ðrst give the parameters of the model. We then describe the general conditions for
the existence of an internal dark state, using the terminology of the density matrix. Finally, we
present the results of the OCT calculation and their interpretation using local optimization, which
in this case means maintaining the lowest vibrational state, v\ 0, decoupled from the instantane-
ous Ðeld.

IV.B. The system

The molecular system to be cooled consists of a ground and an excited electronic state, both of
which depend on the internal nuclear coordinates. The radiation induces transitions between these
surfaces. The state of such a system is deÐned in the domain of the direct product between nuclear
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and electronic coordinates. Using pseudo-spin notation the density operator becomes :

oü \ oü g ? PŒ g ] oü e ? PŒ e ] oü c ? SŒ
`

] oü cs? SŒ~\
Aoü e
oü cs

oü c
oü g

B
(4.1)

where are the populations on the ground and excited surfaces, is the nuclear coherenceoü g oü e oü cbetween the two electronic surfaces, is its adjoint, is the projection on the upper and loweroü cs PŒ e@gsurface and are the electronic transition raising and lowering operators.SŒ
BThe evolution of the system contains a unitary part generated by the Hamiltonian and a dissi-

pative evolution caused by spontaneous emission. The equation of motion of the state of the
system becomes :

Loü
Lt

\ [
i

Å
[HŒ , oü ]]LD(oü ), (4.2)

or equivalently for an operator AŒ :

dAŒ

dt
\

i

Å
[HŒ , AŒ ]]LDs (AŒ )]

LAŒ

Lt
, (4.3)

The Hamiltonian is partitioned into a molecular part and an induced time dependent partHŒ
describing the stimulated interaction with the radiation Ðeld :

HŒ \ HŒ g ? Pg ] HŒ e ? PŒ e [ v(t)kü ? SŒ~\
A HŒ e
[v(t)*kü

[v(t)kü
HŒ g

B
(4.4)

where are the surface Hamiltonians, is the kinetic energy operator v(t) is aHŒ e@g \ TŒ + VŒ e@g TŒ
time-dependent EM Ðeld, and is the electronic transition dipole operator.kü \ kü (r)

The generator of the dissipative dynamics, embodies the e†ect of spontaneous emission.LD ,
The form of in eqn. (4.2) describes Markovian evolution cast into the Lindblad semigroupLDform:63

LD(oü ) \ FŒoü FŒ s [ 12MFŒ sFŒ , oü N (4.5)

where is an operator deÐned on the Hilbert space of the system. SpeciÐcally, for spontaneousFŒ
emission this operator, describes a transition from the excited to the ground elec-FŒ \ C(rü )? SŒ~,
tronic surface. The density of states of the photon bath in an isotropic space is proportional to l3,
the cube of the emission frequency reÑecting the density of states of the photon bath. Assuming a
constant dipole function, obeys the relation : Other dissipativeC(rü ) C(rü ) \ cD(rü )3@2\ c(VŒ e [ VŒ g)3@2.processes that contain transitions to the dark state are also sufficient for closing the cooling loop.

IV.C. The dark state

The target of cooling is any single vibrational quantum state. To simplify the notation the
target state is chosen as the ground vibrational level on the ground electronic surface deÐned :

The change in time in the occupation of this state using eqn. (4.3) becomes :o 0TS0 o? PŒ g .

dSo 0TS0 o? PŒ gT
dt

\
i

Å
S[HŒ , o 0TS0 o? PŒ g]T ] SLDs (o 0TS0 o? PŒ g)T. (4.6)

For this state to be dark, the commutation relation with the Hamiltonian should vanish. The dark
state projection operator commutes with the stationary part of the Hamiltonian, while the com-
mutation relation with the transient part of the Hamiltonian leads to the condition :

2ImMSkü o 0TS0 o? SŒ
`

Tv(t)N\ 0. (4.7)

Eqn. (4.7) imposes a condition on the locking of the phase of the Ðeld to the phase of the projec-
tion of the transition dipole on the ground vibrational state :

2oSkü o 0TS0 o? SŒ
`

Too v(t) osin(/k@0XW0@] /v) \ 0. (4.8)
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Eqn. (4.8) vanishes if the sum of the phase angles, is equal to np where n is an/k@0XW0@] /v ,integer. This condition is fulÐlled by the explicit relation :

v(t)\
Skü o 0TS0 o? SŒ~T
oSkü o 0TS0 o? SŒ~To

c(t) (4.9)

where c(t) is a real function of time, which can be either positive or negative. Eqn. (4.7)È(4.9) are
equivalent statements of the dark state condition.

IV.D. Cooling strategy : local optimization

Once the trapping dark state has been constructed, the cooling cycle can be completed by exciting
transitions from the ground electronic surface to the excited electronic surface while maintaining
the locking conditions.

To optimize the cooling rate the maximum excitation rate is sought. The rate of population
excitation from the ground surface to the excited surface is obtained by inserting the projection PŒ ginto the Hamiltonian part of the Heisenberg equation of motion :23,24

dSPŒ gTH
dt

\ 2ImMSkü ? SŒ
`

Tv(t)N. (4.10)

Inserting the locking condition eqn. (4.9) for v(t) leads to :

dSPŒ gTH
dt

\ 2Im
G
Skü ? SŒ

`
T

So 0TS0 okü ? SŒ~T
oSo 0TS0 okü ? SŒ~To

c(t)
H
. (4.11)

A monotonic depletion of the ground surface population is achieved if :(dSPŒ gTH
/dt \ 0)

c(t)\ [2Im
G
Skü ? SŒ

`
T

So 0TS0 okü ? SŒ~T
oSo 0TS0 okü ? SŒ~To

H
. (4.12)

The locking condition and the monotonic depletion of the ground surface specify completely, at a
time t, the transient external Ðeld v(t). Clearly, this is of the form of a local-in-time optimization
procedure of the type described in the previous sections of this paper.

IV.E. Optimal control approach : global optimization

Optimal control theory (OCT) is an alternative route to Ðnd the cooling strategy without impos-
ing locking conditions. The target of the cooling process is deÐned as the projection operator

The expectation of the target is to be maximized under the restriction of ÐniteAŒ \ o 0TS0 o? PŒ g .
time interval M0, The Ðeld at intermediate times is therefore unrestricted.tfN.OCT seeks the optimal Ðeld as a variation problem of an objective J, which is a functional of
the Ðeld v(t) :

J \ trMoü (tf)AŒ N (4.13)

Two constraints are imposed : (1) the evolution of the system has to be governed by the Liouville
von-Neumann equation ; (2) the total Ðeld energy has to be minimized. These two constraints lead
to the modiÐed objective

J1 \ trMAŒ oü (tf)N[
P
0

tf
tr
GALoü

Lt
[L(oü )

B
BŒ
H

dt [ j
P
0

tf
o v o2 dt (4.14)

is an operator Lagrange multiplier and j is a scalar Lagrange multiplier. An extremum for theBŒ
objective is found by a variation of with respect to dRe(v) and dIm(v).J1 J1 doü ,

The variation leads to equations of motion for the state and the retarded objective operatoroü
BŒ :

Loü
Lt

\L(oü ),
LBŒ

Lt
\ [Ls(BŒ ), (4.15)
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Table 1 Parameters of the cooling model

HŒ g HŒ e LD
VŒ g \Dg[1[ e~bg(r~rg)]2 VŒ e \De[1[ e~bg(r~re)]2] V0 C(rü )\ cD(rü )3@2
Dg \ 1, bg\ 1, rg\ 1 De \ 0.9, be \ 0.8, re\ 1.15, V0\ 2 D\ (VŒ e[ VŒ g)k \ 2000. c\ 7 ] 10~4

subject to an initial condition for the state and a Ðnal condition for the Lagrange multiplieroü (0)
retarded objective operator : The structure of eqn. (4.15) represents two counter-BŒ (tf)\ AŒ .
currents, the density operator carries the information from the initial state forward in timeoü oü (0)
and the retarded objective operator propagates the information on the Ðnal objective back-BŒ AŒ
ward in time. In Hamiltonian dynamics the two currents carry the full information from the
boundaries. In dissipative dynamics, information is lost during the forward propagation of the
initial state and the backward propagation of the objective.

To solve the control equation an iterative procedure was employed based on KrotovÏs method,3
similar to the method described previously37 with the addition of a dissipative Liouville operator.
The information from both currents is used to calculate the Ðeld for the next iteration.37 The
iterative procedure was stopped when the increase of the target projection from an additional run
was smaller than 10~5.

IV.F. Results

The cooling mechanism and performance of the local and global optimization, are compared for a
model system consisting of two electronic surfaces described by displaced Morse oscillators. A hot
thermal initial state with an inverse temperature of b \ 22.6 was chosen. At this temperatureoü (0)
the population on the ground vibrational level, v\ 0, is B50% and it decreases to B10~3 at
v\ 9. Table 1 summarizes the parameters of the model.

Fig. 9 shows the progress in cooling as a function of time for the Ðnal OCT calculation. The
ground state population increases almost monotonically, while the population of all other states
decreases (the small oscillations are due to electronic Rabi cycling). After 25 vibrational periods,
the projection on the target state has increased from 50 to 97%, while the von-Neumann entropy
has decreased from state projection of only 62%.

The Ðeld creating the optimal result is shown in Fig. 10. In the time domain the Ðeld is com-
posed of a series of pulses. In the frequency domain the Ðeld shows a prominent peak red shifted

Fig. 9 Laser cooling of vibrations using a Ðeld designed by optimal control. The Ðgure shows the populations
in the di†erent vibrational levels on the ground electronic surface as a function of time, in vibrational periods
(log scale) : The initial Boltzmann distribution is reÑected by the even displacement betweenlogSo lTSl o ? PŒ gT.
the log of the projections of the di†erent states at t \ 0.
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Fig. 10 The optimal cooling Ðeld. (a) The pulse as a function of time, (b) the pulse spectrum. The vertical lines
indicate the position of the transitions from l\ 0 [ 4 levels on the ground surface to the v\ 0 level on the
excited surface.

from the 00 line at l\ 1.996. The intensity at the 00 transition is zero, which is analogous to the
Raman cooling of atoms.51 As time progresses the low frequencies are eliminated, which means, as
seen in Fig. 9, that the high vibrational states are cooled Ðrst.

The most crucial comparison between the local and global optimization approaches is the
examination of the sum of the instantaneous phase angles of the Ðeld and dark state dipole projec-
tion : shown in Fig. 11. After a short transient time the local optimizationr\ /k@0XW0@] /vimposes a strict condition on this angle r\ np. A priori, the global optimization does not restrict
the phase angle ; nevertheless this angle has a very strong propensity for the locking condition
r\ 2np. For this angle the phase of the Ðeld and the phase of the dark state dipole projection
oppose each other. The other locking condition, where n is odd, is absent from the OCT mecha-
nism. Examining the phase angle in the local optimization shows that the odd angles become
unstable when the cooling progresses, which explains their absence in the OCT global opti-
mization.

To test the robustness of the solution, we introduced random changes in the phase of the Ðeld
during the interval of the pulse sequence. So long as these phase jumps were separated by times
longer than the spontaneous emission lifetime the objective was still achieved. The phase jumps
were then included more formally, by introducing a superoperator accounting for electronic dep-
hasing, with either Gaussian or Poisson Ñuctuation statistics. In both cases the projection on the
target state reduced from 0.97 to 0.85, using a dephasing time twice that of the spontaneous(1/c

z
)

emission lifetime. Moreover, the optimal cooling Ðeld with and without dephasing were virtually
identical. All these results indicate that the dark state condition does not require long time phase
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Fig. 11 Sum of the phase angles as a function of time obtained for OCT. The inset shows the/k@0XW0@ ] /vsum for local control.

correlation over the whole duration of the cooling process, but simply over the duration of a
single cycle of absorption/spontaneous emission.

IV.G. Discussion

The application of optimal control theory to cooling molecules has revealed an intriguing new
physical mechanism for cooling internal molecular degrees of freedom; the instantaneous phase
locking of the laser pulse to the phase of the transition dipole moment of v\ 0 with the excited
population. These conditions lead to a dark vibrational target state that eventually accumulates
all the molecular population. It is worth noting that there is nothing in our formalism that
restricts it to vibrations. Application to rotations is in progress, and perhaps the approach can be
applied to translations as well.

We emphasize that the phase locking conditions in our scheme are dynamic ; as a result the Ðeld
has a complicated time dependence. A combination of pulse shaping techniques11,20,22,40 and
feedback control16h19 may be crucial to realize these pulses experimentally.

Although we have not discussed translational cooling of molecules per se in this paper, the
ability to cool internal degrees of freedom will almost certainly play an important role in any such
scheme;56 even the recent successes of creating translationally cold molecules by photoassociation,
apparently always create them vibrationally hot.58,59 We believe that the internal dark state
mechanism described here is inescapable, and is destined to become a hallmark of molecular
cooling.

V. Conclusions
In this paper we have described three applications of local optimization in the design of laser pulse
sequences for controlling molecular motion. The Ðrst application was optical paralysisÈ
suppressing excitation to unwanted excited electronic states, while generating large amplitude
vibrational motion in the ground electronic state. The second application was N level STIRAP,
where a new mechanism emerged in which the Stokes Ðeld precedes the pump, as in ordinary
STIRAP, but in which intense, additional Ðelds that couple the intermediate states straddle both
the Stokes and pump pulses. Finally, we examined laser cooling of internal degrees of freedom of
molecules, speciÐcally vibrations. This work di†ered from the previous two applications, in that it
required the use of a density matrix formalism to describe incoherence, and included spontaneous
emission as well as absorption and stimulated emission. The interplay of the controllable
absorption/stimulated emission with the intrinsically uncontrollable spontaneous emission led to a
fascinating mechanism in which molecules that by chance emit spontaneously to v\ 0 become
decoupled from the Ðeld and no longer absorb. We call this mechanism vibrational selective
coherent population trapping (VSCPT) to emphasize its close conceptual connection with velocity
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selective coherent population trapping, which is used for cooling translational motion in atoms to
sub-Doppler temperatures.31 The richness of these applications suggests that local optimization is
a worthy addition to the toolkit of techniques that exist for designing pulse sequences to control
molecular motion, which consists of optimal control theory, learning algorithms, interfering path-
ways, and a variety of other intuition based approaches, e.g., pumpÈdump and chirping.
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